
We make people smile
People like happy people. Smiling faces are associated with competence and those smiling are deemed trust-

worthy, easily likeable and attractive. Our work puts smiles on people’s faces and this reflects on the brands we 
are so happy to work for.

We’re an ad-agency that specializes in brand activation programs. We believe people need to experience a brand 
in order to fully embrace it. Telling someone about a brand is valuable; letting them experience it is priceless. 
We enjoy turning today’s experiences into tomorrow’s happy memories. It is what we’re about; it is what we excel 

in. We genuinely believe that the right kind of advertising can benefit consumer and brand.  
We will back up your claim.

We are BrandBase
What we at BrandBase do will give your sponsorship, your campaign or your product launch a heart and soul. 
Our work will give you the visibility you need to succeed. Our all-round producers and creative talents have the 
experience needed to turn ideas and concepts into successful and unforgettable campaigns. Our team will guide 

you from first draft to the moment the magic happens on the day we go live. 

Since our founding in 1996 we’ve learned a thing or two about organizational structures, hierarchies and 
political sensitivities. We understand how big brands operate and know when to step back, stay put or step 

forward. According to our clients we are a well-organized advertising-machine. But we simply refer to 
ourselves as the guys in the middle.

 
Come and stay

People often get their best work done outside the office. That’s why our office is designed as a hotel. 
We invite people to come over and work with us. Clients, partners and suppliers are all welcome 

and all can expect the same high standard of service we are known for. 

So why wait? Come on over, kick back, enjoy a great cappuccino and our company of course. 
We guarantee the experience will leave a smile on your face.

Team BrandBase
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